Making the View Clear: The PiXL AO Approach
AQA Language

A01 READING
Identify and interpret explicit and
implicit information and ideas.
Select and synthesise evidence
from different texts.

Science Goggles: Scientists need to
identify, retrieve data or facts,
interpret and work with complex
material, bring different material
together to create new material,
summarise with understanding.

A02 READING
Explain, comment on and analyse
how writers use language and
structure to achieve effects and
influence readers, using relevant
subject terminology to support
their views.

3D Glasses: Movie-goers are able
to describe a film simply and
elaborate on simple description by
explaining how things are
constructed to provoke a reaction.
They can make links between what
they see and the result it has.

A03 READING
Compare writers’ ideas and
perspectives, as well as how these
are conveyed, across two or more
texts.

Superhero Mask: Superheroes
analyse the behaviour of their
enemy by recording the similarities
and differences of a crime and
then they can give sustained,
detailed and evaluative
observations about what has
happened.

A04 READING
Evaluate texts critically and
support this with appropriate
textual references.

Harry Potter Glasses: Harry is able
to make informed personal
judgements based on what he has
read about wizarding history. He is
able to summarise, detach himself
and take an overview of a
situation.

A05 WRITING
Communicate clearly, effectively
and imaginatively, selecting and
adapting tone, style and register
for different forms, purposes and
audiences. Organise information
and ideas using structural and
grammatical features to support
coherence and cohesion.

Shutter Glasses: A music artist
writes in different forms for
different purposes and for
different audiences. They organise
their lyrics with a structure that
will connect with their fans and
they use grammatical features to
create a specific tone.

A06 WRITING
Candidates must use a range of
vocabulary and sentence
structures for clarity, purpose and
effect, with accurate spelling and
punctuation.

Ski Glasses: A skier must be
accurate at all times without
compromising their creativity and
risk-taking ability. They must be
clear about what they are doing
and why they are doing it.

